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1. INTRODUCTION {#mrm27392-sec-0005}
===============

Noninvasive measurement of blood flow in the fetal cardiovascular system may increase our knowledge of fetal cardiovascular physiology and aid in the diagnosis of diseases such as congenital heart disease and intrauterine growth restriction. Currently, the most commonly applied method for fetal blood flow measurements is pulsed Doppler ultrasound.[1](#mrm27392-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#mrm27392-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} The technique is widely available, safe, relatively inexpensive, and has demonstrated fair reproducibility.[3](#mrm27392-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Despite numerous advantages, flow measurements by pulsed Doppler ultrasound have inherent limitations, including sensitivity to the angle between the Doppler beam and the blood flow direction, and assumptions of vessel shape and velocity profile shape across the vessel lumen are required.[4](#mrm27392-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}

MRI, a nonionizing imaging modality considered safe for fetal applications,[5](#mrm27392-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#mrm27392-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#mrm27392-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#mrm27392-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#mrm27392-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} is a viable alternative for noninvasive flow quantification by utilizing phase contrast MR (PC‐MR), which has been validated extensively in large vessels[10](#mrm27392-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#mrm27392-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#mrm27392-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#mrm27392-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#mrm27392-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#mrm27392-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} and to some extent in small vessels,[16](#mrm27392-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#mrm27392-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#mrm27392-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#mrm27392-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} including validation in coronary vessels and phantoms similar in size to the fetal aorta and umbilical vein.[19](#mrm27392-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#mrm27392-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} Lack of a usable electrocardiogram by surface electrodes for fetal imaging makes fetal blood flow measurements by PC‐MR particularly challenging.

To overcome the need for a fetal electrocardiogram, Jansz et al. introduced metric optimized gating (MOG),[21](#mrm27392-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} which has demonstrated reproducibility at 1.5T and 3T[22](#mrm27392-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} and low interobserver variability for fetal applications[23](#mrm27392-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#mrm27392-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; however, validation and variability results published are from a single research center. Validation at multiple sites is crucial for wider application. Further, phantom validation of MOG PC‐MR has not been performed for a range of flow velocities, and sensitivity to varying signal conditions is unclear. We hypothesized that the accuracy of velocity profiles from MOG PC‐MR is more sensitive to varying signal conditions than conventionally gated PC‐MR.

Therefore, the aims were to 1) validate MOG PC‐MR flow measurements for a range of fetal flow velocities using an independent reference standard in phantom experiments; and 2) investigate intra‐ and interobserver variability for fetal flow measurements at an additional imaging center.

2. METHODS {#mrm27392-sec-0006}
==========

The study was approved by the regional ethical review board in Lund, Sweden, and complies with the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all study subjects, and MR imaging was performed at a 1.5T scanner (Aera, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using one 16‐channel phased‐array chest coil and 1 spine imaging coil. Image processing and measurements, except for MOG reconstruction, were performed using the medical image analysis software Segment v2.0 (Medviso AB, Lund Sweden).[25](#mrm27392-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}

2.1. Phantom validation {#mrm27392-sec-0007}
-----------------------

Phantom experiments were performed to validate MOG PC‐MR against an independent flow reference standard using a heart rate (∼145 beats per minute \[bpm\]), a vessel diameter (∼6 mm), and a flow (∼130--700 mL/min) similar to fetal conditions. A pulsatile flow phantom[26](#mrm27392-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} consisting of a servo motor driven pump and a flow rectifier connected to a water tank was extended with an outflow nozzle submerged in water with an inner diameter (6 mm) comparable to the umbilical vein and fetal descending aorta during the third trimester.[27](#mrm27392-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#mrm27392-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} The pump frequency was set to 145 bpm, and a trigger signal was forwarded to the MR system for conventional image gating. 2D PC‐MR images were acquired in a transversal plane perpendicular to the nozzle tube. Three gradient recalled echo PC‐MR sequences were evaluated: 1 MOG PC‐MR sequence (Table [1](#mrm27392-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, column 2) and 2 versions of a conventionally gated PC‐MR sequence (Table [1](#mrm27392-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, columns 3 and 4).

###### 

MRI sequence parameters in use

  MRI Sequence Parameters             Phantom Imaging MOG PC‐MR   Phantom Imaging Gated PC‐MR Matched   Phantom Imaging Gated PC‐MR Velocity Reference Standard   Phantom Imaging 3D‐bSSFP   Fetal Imaging MOG PC‐MR
  ----------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------
  Flip angle (°)                      20                          20                                    20                                                        48                         20
  TE/TR (ms)                          2.8/5.1                     2.8/5.1                               3.2/5.6                                                   3.5/7.0                    2.8/5.1
  VENC (cm/s)                         150                         150                                   150 or 80                                                 NA                         150
  Acquired temporal resolution (ms)   30.5                        30.5                                  11.2                                                      NA                         30.4
  Acquired voxel size (mm^3^)         1.3 × 1.3 × 5               1.3 × 1.3 × 5                         1.0 × 1.0 × 5                                             0.4 × 0.4 × 0.4            1.3 × 1.3 × 5
  Views per segment                   3                           3                                     1                                                         Single shot                3
  Acquisition time (s)                29                          29                                    116                                                       638                        29

VENC, velocity encoding; bSSFP = balanced steady‐state free‐precession; MOG PC‐MR, metric optimized gating phase‐contrast MR; VNR, velocity‐to‐noise ratio.

The 2 conventionally gated acquisitions differed in sequence parameters in order to have 1 set of parameters similar to the MOG PC‐MR sequence (Table [1](#mrm27392-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, column 3; gated PC‐MR matched) and 1 set of parameters with improved temporal and spatial resolution to be used as reference standard measurement for velocity (Table [1](#mrm27392-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, column 4; gated PC‐MR velocity reference standard). MOG PC‐MR was compared to the gated PC‐MR matched sequence in order to exclude differences in sequence parameter settings as a confounding factor.

Gating of the MOG PC‐MR sequence was performed using a simulated electrocardiogram signal with a constant 525 ms interval between successive electrocardiogram R waves (RR‐interval) in order to oversample the true RR‐interval of the pump (∼414 ms), as previously described.[21](#mrm27392-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} MOG reconstruction was performed using the MOG‐Public Software v2.7 (<https://github.com/MetricOptimizedGating/MOG-Public>). A square region of interest (ROI) 11 pixels wide was placed over the phantom outflow nozzle, also covering areas with stationary water, and a 2‐parameter heart rate model from the original MOG publication[21](#mrm27392-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} was used (see Supporting Information Text [S1](#mrm27392-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Velocity encoding was set to 150 cm/s for the MOG PC‐MR sequence and the gated PC‐MR matched sequence, whereas a velocity encoding of either 150 cm/s or 80 cm/s was used for the gated PC‐MR velocity reference standard sequence, depending on the expected peak velocity. Timer and beaker measurements were performed as an independent flow reference standard before and after PC‐MR velocity measurements to detect potential flow drifts over time.

PC‐MR velocity profiles and flow were obtained from manual ROI delineation. Regions of interest from the gated PC‐MR matched sequence (Table [1](#mrm27392-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, column 3) were copied to MOG PC‐MR images to exclude delineation variability as a confounding factor. To reduce PC‐MR flow variability due to manual delineations, the phantom nozzle area was measured independently by a 3D balanced steady‐state free‐precession sequence at 3T for improved resolution (Table [1](#mrm27392-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, column 5). PC‐MR maximum--minimum velocity over the RR‐interval was calculated as the difference between maximum and minimum velocity over a beat. Velocity‐to‐noise ratio (VNR) was calculated as peak velocities divided by the noise SD, whereas SNR was calculated as the average magnitude signal divided by the noise SD. Noise SDs were estimated in a separate PC‐MR measurement with the pump turned off. To investigate the impact of erroneous gating from MOG on PC‐MR velocity measurements, the MOG PC‐MR dataset with the highest VNR was reconstructed with preset erroneous heart rates ranging from 128 to 164 bpm. To investigate the variation of MOG gating due to random noise, numerical experiments were performed (c.f. Supporting Information Text [S2](#mrm27392-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

2.2. Fetal imaging {#mrm27392-sec-0008}
------------------

Fifteen healthy fetuses (gestational weeks 30--37) were prospectively included, and imaging was performed in the maternal left lateral decubitus position. A 2D PC‐MR sequence was used for flow measurements in the fetal descending aorta (DAo) and the intraabdominal umbilical vein (UV). MOG PC‐MR measurements were acquired during maternal breath‐holds using a simulated electrocardiogram signal as described above. Cardiotocography was performed at rest 5 min before the MRI examination in 8 subjects, showing maximum RR intervals of median 444 ms (range 413--461 ms) and resulting in oversampling of 14% to 27% for MOG PC‐MR. Background phase correction was performed by subtraction of a first‐order polynomial. Two independent experienced observers assessed interobserver variability. One observer repeated the measurements for intraobserver variability. Noise SDs in the UV and DAo were estimated by using a noise prescan, which was integrated in the PC‐MR acquisition with a previously validated algorithm.[29](#mrm27392-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}

2.3. Statistical analysis {#mrm27392-sec-0009}
-------------------------

Bias and variability of PC‐MR measurements were determined using modified Bland‐Altman analysis[30](#mrm27392-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} with error percentages calculated as differences between 2 measurements divided by the reference standard measurement. Coefficient of variation for intra‐ and interobserver variability were computed as the sample SD of differences between measurements divided by their sample mean.

3. RESULTS {#mrm27392-sec-0010}
==========

3.1. Phantom validation {#mrm27392-sec-0011}
-----------------------

Timer and beaker flow measurements ranged between 127 to 701 mL/min. The maximum difference in timer and beaker flow before and after PC‐MR measurements was less than 13.1 mL/min (1.86%), indicating stability of the flow reference standard measurement and low pump stroke volume variation.

### 3.1.1. Gated PC‐MR velocity reference standard measurements {#mrm27392-sec-0012}

The maximum flow difference between the gated PC‐MR velocity reference standard sequence and timer and beaker was 9.6 mL/min (2.9%), suggesting good agreement between gated PC‐MR flow and timer and beaker flow. Maximum--minimum velocities for all pump programs ranged between 68 to 143 cm/s.

### 3.1.2. Gated PC‐MR matched sequence measurements {#mrm27392-sec-0013}

Maximum flow differences compared to timer and beaker increased using the gated PC‐MR sequence with sequence parameters similar to the MOG acquisition (−23.9 mL/min and −6.6%). Maximum--minimum velocity bias and variability compared to the gated PC‐MR velocity reference standard sequence was −4 ± 2 cm/s (−3.7% ± 1.1%), indicating good agreement with the velocity reference standard.

### 3.1.3. MOG PC‐MR measurements {#mrm27392-sec-0014}

Estimated pump frequency from MOG reconstructions ranged from 130 to 150 bpm and resulted in error ranges −16 to −2.4 bpm compared to the true pump frequency (Table [2](#mrm27392-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}, rows 2 and 4).

###### 

MOG PC‐MR errors in pump frequency and maximum--minimum velocity (columns) for each pump setting sorted according to declining timer and beaker flow (rows)

                                                                                                MOG Pump Frequency Error (bpm)   MOG Maximum--Minimum Velocity Error (%)   MOG Maximum--Minimum Velocity Error (cm/s)
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
  Pump program 1 Timer and beaker flow: 701 mL/min Gated PC‐MR VNR: 6.0 Gated PC‐MR SNR: 55.2   2.4                              −9.8                                      −14.1
  Pump program 2 Timer and beaker flow: 452 mL/min Gated PC‐MR VNR: 5.0 Gated PC‐MR SNR: 53.9   −2.3                             −5.6                                      −7.1
  Pump program 3 Timer and beaker flow: 253 mL/min Gated PC‐MR VNR: 3.7 Gated PC‐MR SNR: 53.0   −16.0                            −51.9                                     −50.6
  Pump program 4 Timer and beaker flow: 127 mL/min Gated PC‐MR VNR: 2.4 Gated PC‐MR SNR: 47.0   −15.6                            −53.4                                     −36.6

The 2 pump programs with low timer and beaker flow have larger MOG errors in both pump frequency and maximum--minimum velocity compared to the 2 pump settings with high timer and beaker flow.

Velocity profiles from MOG PC‐MR and gated PC‐MR sequences are shown in Figure [1](#mrm27392-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. MOG PC‐MR velocity profiles closely resembled gated PC‐MR velocity profiles, except for the 2 pump settings with low flow and velocity. At all pump settings, MOG PC‐MR underestimated maximum--minimum velocity compared to the gated PC‐MR sequence with similar acquisition settings, with bias and variability −23 ± 42 cm/s (−27.5% ± 53.0%). Figure [2](#mrm27392-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} shows a comparison between PC‐MR and timer and beaker flow. MOG PC‐MR overestimated flow at the pump setting with minimum timer and beaker flow (18.8%) and underestimated flow at the pump setting with maximum timer and beaker flow (−9.1%). Maximum difference in flow between MOG PC‐MR and timer and beaker was −63.8 mL/min and 18.8%.

![In the phantom experiment, MOG PC‐MR underestimated maximum--minimum velocity at pump settings with low flow (bottom panels). The 4 panels show velocity profiles from the 3 evaluated PC‐MR sequences (Table [1](#mrm27392-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}) at 4 pump settings with different flow. For the 2 pump settings with largest flow (top panels), MOG PC‐MR (dotted lines) and the gated PC‐MR sequence with similar acquisition parameters as MOG PC‐MR (open triangles) were both in good agreement with the gated PC‐MR velocity reference standard sequence (solid lines), whereas MOG PC‐MR underestimated velocity peaks at the 2 pump settings with low flow (bottom panels). MOG PC‐MR, metric optimized gating phase‐contrast MR.](MRM-81-495-g001){#mrm27392-fig-0001}

![Metric optimized gating PC‐MR shows low flow bias and high flow variability (bottom panels). The panels show modified Bland Altman analysis comparing PC‐MR flow measurements with T/B flow in absolute volumes (left panels) and percentage units (right panels). Open circles indicate individual data points; solid lines indicate bias and dashed lines indicate bias ± 1.96 SD. The gated PC‐MR velocity reference standard sequence (top panels) showed good agreement with T/B flow with low bias and variability. The gated PC‐MR sequence with similar acquisition parameters as MOG PC‐MR (middle panels) also demonstrated low bias and variability, whereas MOG PC‐MR (bottom panels) resulted in increased flow variability compared to both conventionally gated PC‐MR sequences (top and middle panels). T/B, timer and beaker.](MRM-81-495-g002){#mrm27392-fig-0002}

Low errors in estimated pump frequency and maximum--minimum velocity from MOG were found for the 2 pump settings (Table [2](#mrm27392-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}, rows 2--3) with VNR between 5 through 6. For the 2 remaining pump settings (Table [2](#mrm27392-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}, rows 4--5) with lower VNR (2.4 to 3.7), errors in estimated pump frequency and maximum--minimum velocity increased.

To investigate the underlying cause of the 2 outlier cases (Table [2](#mrm27392-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}, rows 4--5), new MOG reconstructions were performed using different reconstruction settings for increased noise robustness. A constant heart rate was assumed with a search step of 2 bpm, and the MOG ROI width was reduced from 11 to 3 pixels, covering only the phantom outflow nozzle. The new MOG reconstructed velocity profiles are shown in Supporting Information Figure [S1](#mrm27392-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. For the pump program with timer and beaker flow 253 mL/min, the new reconstruction matched the reference velocity profile. The pump frequency error was reduced from −16 bpm to −5.8 bpm, and maximum--minimum velocity error was reduced from −51.9% to −5.4%. For the pump program with timer and beaker flow 127 mL/min, the new MOG reconstruction did not resemble the reference velocity profile, and the maximum--minimum velocity error from MOG remained large (−46.8%). Supporting Information Animations [S1](#mrm27392-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} through [S6](#mrm27392-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} show PC‐MR images after MOG reconstruction at all pump settings.

Figure [3](#mrm27392-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} shows the relationship between errors in MOG heart rate estimation and errors in MOG PC‐MR maximum--minimum velocity, indicating that a MOG heart rate error less than approximately 3 bpm was required to achieve a maximum--minimum velocity error lower than 30%. Results from numerical experiments are shown in Supporting Information Text [S2](#mrm27392-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Supporting Information Table [S1](#mrm27392-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![In the phantom experiment, MOG PC‐MR maximum--minimum velocity measurements were sensitive to heart rate errors from MOG reconstruction (*x*‐axis). The *y*‐axis shows the error in the maximum--minimum velocity from MOG PC‐MR compared to gated PC‐MR for the pump setting with largest VNR. In the phantom experiment, a heart rate error less than approximately 3 bpm was required to achieve a maximum--minimum velocity error below 30%. bpm, beats per minute; VNR, velocity‐to‐noise ratio.](MRM-81-495-g003){#mrm27392-fig-0003}

3.2. Fetal imaging {#mrm27392-sec-0015}
------------------

Supporting Information Figure [S2](#mrm27392-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows an example of a fetal MOG PC‐MR flow measurement. One umbilical vein case was excluded due to major fetal movement. For interobserver variability, 2 other umbilical vein cases were not delineated by observer 2 due to challenging image quality and were excluded from interobserver analysis. Diameters for the fetal descending aorta and umbilical vein ranged between 5 to 8 mm and 5 to 9 mm, respectively. Pulsatility was shown for DAo but not for UV after MOG reconstruction in all subjects. Flow ranged between 546 and 948 mL/min in DAo and 181 to 606 mL/min in the UV. Intra‐ and interobserver variability were for DAo 7 ± 83 mL/min (bias ± 1.96 SD) and 55 ± 263 mL/min, and for UV 9 ± 70 mL/min and 56 ± 115 mL/min, respectively (Supporting Information Figure [S3](#mrm27392-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Intra‐ and interobserver coefficient of variation for DAo were 6% and 19% and for UV were 10% and 17%. Noise SDs were for DAo 7.5 ± 3.1 cm/s (mean ± SD) and for UV were 9.6 ± 3.4 cm/s.

4. DISCUSSION {#mrm27392-sec-0016}
=============

This study presents phantom validation of the MOG method for a range of flow values similar to the fetal descending aorta and umbilical vein, together with inter‐ and intraobserver variability for fetal MOG PC‐MR measurements. Low bias was found for MOG PC‐MR flow measurements in phantom experiments, although velocities were underestimated for low VNR. Inter and intraobserver variability for MOG PC‐MR imaging in vivo were comparable to previously reported values.[23](#mrm27392-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}

Our phantom validation adds data compared to previous MOG validation studies[21](#mrm27392-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#mrm27392-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} in 2 specific areas. First, phantom experiments in the current study included timer and beaker flow measurements as reference standard. Second, the flow phantom setup in the current study enabled validation for a range of flow velocities, a pump frequency, and a nozzle inner diameter similar to fetal vessels.

In the phantom experiment, MOG PC‐MR underestimated flow at high flow values and overestimated flow at low flow values compared to timer and beaker. MOG PC‐MR flow underestimation at high flow probably originates from the observed underestimation of velocity peaks; however, the MOG PC‐MR flow overestimation at low flow may be caused by reduced flow pulsatility due to MOG misgating, leading to near constant and positive velocity over the RR interval.

Erroneous MOG PC‐MR velocity profiles at low flow and velocity can likely be attributed to either limited VNR or the specific MOG reconstruction settings in use. The MOG reconstruction errors found at pump settings with low velocity partly originated from MOG reconstruction parameter settings because accurate velocity profiles were obtained at 1 of the outlier cases after re‐tuning of MOG reconstruction settings. The initially selected 11 pixels wide ROI was larger than the tubing diameter, covering both areas with stationary and flowing water. The increased MOG accuracy using a reduced ROI for reconstruction is likely related to exclusion of regions containing stationary water, enhancing the pulsatile flow component in the ROI average. Of note, the performed tuning of reconstruction settings in the phantom validation is not a feasible option for in vivo fetal applications because the assumption of a constant heart rate is not realistic for fetal imaging. Numerical experiments demonstrated that VNR levels similar to those found for the 2 MOG outlier cases gave rise to errors in estimated heart rate in the same range as for errors observed in the phantom study, which is in line with our hypothesis.

Residual background phase error was likely not a major confounding factor in the phantom experiment because low bias and variability was found between timer and beaker flow and gated PC‐MR flow.

The finding that MOG PC‐MR is more sensitive to VNR compared to conventionally gated PC‐MR should not discourage the use of MOG PC‐MR in fetal MRI but rather warrants optimization of sequence parameters to each fetal vessel of interest. Further work is needed to determine which specific sequence parameter optimization is best suited for improving MOG reconstruction robustness.

For fetal imaging, flow volumes and intra‐ and interobserver variability in the fetal UV and DAo were comparable to previously reported values.[23](#mrm27392-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} For analysis of MOG‐reconstructed PC‐MR images, the main source of variability is likely attributed to differences in vessel delineation. The interobserver variability, being slightly higher than intraobserver variability, indicates that delineation of fetal quantitative flow images poses additional challenges compared to corresponding analysis in children and adults. This may in part be related to lower image quality due to limited spatial resolution but also due to fetal movement and residual gating error after MOG reconstruction.

Velocity‐to‐noise regimes for in vivo fetal MOG PC‐MR measurements were further analyzed because phantom validation showed MOG misgating at low VNR. In DAo and UV, VNR could not be directly determined because velocities were measured by the investigated MOG method in this study. However, noise SDs were estimated in acquired images without MOG processing from the current data set and combined with peak velocities in the corresponding vessels assessed in a previous study,[31](#mrm27392-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} in which fetal PC‐MR was gated using a doppler ultrasound device. The VNR regimes for the fetal DAo and UV were thus estimated to 8.0 and 1.6, respectively. These values were similar to VNR regimes in the current phantom validation, which resulted in both successful (DAo VNR = 8.0) and failed (UV VNR = 1.6) MOG reconstructions. The estimated VNR difference between DAo and UV further warrants sequence parameter optimization to individual fetal vessels and expected velocities for accurate MOG PC‐MR.

4.1. Limitations {#mrm27392-sec-0017}
----------------

Phantom studies did not include heart rate variability. However, this has been evaluated previously.[21](#mrm27392-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}

The present study did not investigate the accuracy of background phase correction in fetal imaging, which may be challenging due to the lack of stationary tissue adjacent to the vessel of interest. Furthermore, the currently used PC‐MR sequences for fetal flow measurements result in approximately 4 to 5 pixels across the vessel lumen of the intraabdominal umbilical vein and the fetal descending aorta during the third trimester. Although considered sufficient for accurate PC‐MR velocity measurements,[16](#mrm27392-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} limited spatial resolution may cause bias in flow measurements due to partial volume effects influencing ROI delineation.

Cardiotocography was not performed in all fetuses. However, the simulated RR interval of 525 ms used for MOG PC‐MR corresponds to a fetal heart rate of 115 bpm, which is lower than expected in healthy fetuses.

5. CONCLUSION {#mrm27392-sec-0018}
=============

Phantom validation showed good agreement between MOG and conventionally gated PC‐MR, except for cases with low VNR, which resulted in MOG misgating and underestimated peak velocities, which warrants optimization of sequence parameters to individual fetal vessels. Inter‐ and intraobserver variability for fetal MOG PC‐MR imaging were comparable to previously reported values.

Supporting information
======================

Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of this article.

###### 

**FIGURE S1** In the phantom experiment, re‐tuned MOG reconstruction settings resulted in accurate MOG velocity profiles in one out of two outlier cases (top panel). The figure shows metric optimized gating (MOG) velocity profiles for the outlier cases both before (dotted lines) and after (solid lines) re‐tuning of MOG reconstruction settings, together with conventionally gated PC‐MR velocity profiles (open triangles). The remaining erroneous MOG velocity profiles (bottom panel) are likely caused by limited peak velocity of the underlying flow relative to the PC‐MR velocity encoding in use (150cm/s). The re‐tuning of MOG parameters was performed to investigate the cause of obtained velocity errors from MOG and is not feasible for in vivo fetal applications.

**FIGURE S2** Magnitude (A and D) and velocity‐encoded (B and E) MOG PC‐MR images and corresponding typical flow curves (C and F) for the fetal descending aorta (top row) and umbilical vein (bottom row) with the respective vessel delineated in blue.

**FIGURE S3** Bland‐Altman analyses of intra‐ (left panels) and inter‐observer (right panels) variability for flow measurements in the fetal descending aorta (DAo; top panels) and umbilical vein (UV; bottom panels). The dotted lines indicate bias and the solid lines indicate bias±1.96SD.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**ANIMATION S1‐S2** MOG PC‐MR magnitude (left panels) and phase difference (right panels) image time series from pump settings 701ml/min and 452ml/min in the phantom experiment resulted in accurate pulsatile flow and phase difference images without severe misgating artifacts after MOG reconstruction.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

 

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**ANIMATION S3‐S4** MOG PC‐MR magnitude (left panels) and phase difference (right panels) image time series from pump settings 253ml/min and 127ml/min in the phantom experiment resulted in clearly visible misgating artifacts in phase difference images after MOG reconstruction, indicating inaccurate heart rate estimation from MOG.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

 

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**ANIMATION S5** With the modified MOG reconstruction settings, MOG PC‐MR magnitude (left panels) and phase difference (right panels) image time series from pump setting 253ml/min in the phantom experiment resulted in accurate pulsatile flow and phase difference images without severe misgating artifacts after MOG reconstruction.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**ANIMATION S6** With the modified MOG reconstruction settings, MOG PC‐MR magnitude (left panels) and phase difference (right panels) image time series from pump setting 127ml/min in the phantom experiment did not result in accurate pulsatile flow, indicating inaccurate heart rate estimation from MOG. However, only subtle misgating artifacts were visible in phase difference images, indicating that misgating artifacts alone may be insufficient for determining the accuracy of MOG reconstructions.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
